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SHARE the joy of life’s adventures in a bigger, bolder crossover that has
everything you need to thrive: muscular sculpted styling, solid capabilities,
next-level technologies to keep you in control and all the space, comfort and
flexibility you need to enjoy your action-packed trips with the kids. So where
to next? Call up directions and your favourite driving music at the touch of a
button and go explore. The 2019 Nissan X-TRAIL: built to build FAMILIES.
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NEXT-LEVEL TECHNOLOGY FOR A
CONFIDENT AND ENERGISING DRIVE
Nissan Intelligent Mobility is redefining the way we power, drive and integrate cars in the
world around us. It’s bringing you and your X-TRAIL closer together for a more confident,
more exhilarating ride. It’s making your journey more personal through advanced
connectivity and empowering you through progressive technologies. It’s enhancing the
joy of being behind the wheel and turning the world into a safer place everyday.
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BREATHTAKING FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
Want to share an inspiring view on a starry night? Need a cosy refuge on a chilly morning?
X-TRAIL makes sure you’re well taken care of.
To design their zero-gravity-inspired seats with spinal support, Nissan’s engineers looked to the
cosmos. They recreated the relaxed posture of astronauts floating in space by designing an
articulated front seat that supports you from the pelvis to the chest optimising the blood flow,
and seat cushions that provide better pressure distribution. The result is exceptional comfort
and less fatigue on the long distance trips of your adventures.
More inspiration comes from the available Power Panoramic Sunroof, offering everyone aboard the
most stunning theatre view of the sky and stars.
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Glossy black trim

Heated D-Shaped Steering Wheel
with Premium Leather

Synthetic leather upholstery

Gear lever with
double-stitched
leather boot

PREMIUM DETAILS THAT ARE A CLASS ABOVE THE REST
Available tan leather with
quilting and black seat inserts
(Only on Tekna)
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Available Heated
Leather seats on
1st and 2nd rows

Available Power
Panoramic
Moonroof
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NISSAN ADVANCED DRIVE-ASSIST DISPLAY

INNOVATION THAT’S RIGHT IN
FRONT OF YOU.
Turn-by-turn directions, caller ID, available safety features… all your info
is right before your eyes on your 5" colour Advanced Drive-Assist Display.
Use the steering wheel controls to toggle between different screens.
Just push on the arrows. Easy!

AUDIO

TYRE PRESSURE
MONITORING SYSTEM

MATCH THE DISPLAY TO
YOUR COLOUR
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DRIVING AIDS

TURN-BY-TURN NAVIGATION
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PREMIUM BOSE
AUDIO SYSTEM.
Soar to the sound of your Premium Bose Audio
System. An expansive listening experience in
both the front and back, it fills the X-TRAIL with
music of both depth and precision.

CUSTOM-TUNED SOUND
Eight high performance speakers channel sound
throughout the vehicle: tweeters, front and rear
woofers in the doors and a subwoofer at the
back work in harmony to deliver wider, clearer
sound with a deep, powerful bass - all perfectly
balanced to suit you.
*Only available on 5 seat Tekna grade
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SLIDE, GLIDE AND SWING WIDE.
A SMARTER 2ND ROW. Thanks to the X-TRAIL’s flexible seating system, this 2nd
row is truly first class. The 60/40 split seat slides forward for easy access and
adjusts to give you more boot space, more legroom, and everything or anything in
between. You can also recline the seats, when it’s time to just relax.
OPTIONAL 3RD ROW. The X-TRAIL’s folding 3rd-row 50/50 split seat gives you
additional versatility. Perfect for accommodating extra passengers and their gear,
it also folds down completely to make a flat boot floor for maximum storage
capacity.
REAR 77° WIDE OPENING DOORS. The X-TRAIL’s rear doors swing out to nearly 80°,
giving you easy access to the kids, the cool-box, the snowboards… making life so
much easier.

77°

RECLINING
2ND ROW

REAR WIDE
OPENING DOORS

SLIDING
2ND ROW

SEAT FIVE OR ADAPT
TO SEVEN COMFORTABLY
Sit back and enjoy the stunning view through the available Power Panoramic Sunroof.
First class front headroom and thoughtful 2nd row vents help keep everyone comfortable.
An available 3rd row of seats with a 50/50 folding split is ideal solution when you need to
fit more family members and friends inside of your new X-TRAIL – or you can fold it down
completely, making the cargo floor flat and maximising the storage space.
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NISSAN HANDSFREE POWER TAILGATE

INNOVATION THAT GIVES YOU A HAND
Got your arms full ? No worries ! You can open the back door hands-free.
Just stand about three feet away with your iKey in your pocket and swing your foot
under the centre of the bumper - the door will open with a couple of seconds.
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SINGLE-HANDEDLY
REINVENTING VERSATILITY
The exclusive Cargo System adapts to your next trip in an instant.
An adjustable set of shelves and dividers offer a variety of 9 configurations it’s so easy, you can do it with one hand.

Secret spot. A long, flat floor
for big items, with under-floor
storage for things you want
to keep out of sight, such as
a laptop.

NISSAN HANDSFREE POWER TAILGATE

LITTLE DETAILS
THAT MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE

Lower your floor for added
height to fit in those tall items.

At Nissan, we innovate to make your life easier. Details like the Nissan handsfree
power tailgate and the wide opening of the rear doors take the hassle out of packing
and unpacking so that you can make the most of your precious days out.
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SEE ALL SIDES OF THE SITUATION
BIRD’S EYE VIEW
Intelligent AVM* gives you a virtual 360° bird’s eye
view of your vehicle to bring your parking space
and manoeuvring capabilities into full perspective.

REAR VIEW OR FRONT VIEW
Thanks to Intelligent AVM*, you can check the front
and back of the car while remaining comfortably
in the driver’s seat.

RIGHT ON THE NOSE
With a front and overhead view, you
know just how far to pull up - without
going too far.

FEAR NO PARKING LOT

SPARE YOUR WHEELS

Tight spot with cars on either side?
The overhead view helps you center
your X-TRAIL in the space.

The side is a great help for seeing
how close you are to the curb.

BACKGROUND SAVVY
STRESS-FREE
PARALLEL PARKING

SQUEEZE IN ANY
SPOT STRAIGHT

GARAGE PARKING IS
A CINCH

HOOK UP A TRAILER
WITH EASE

Intelligent AVM* provides
visuals that allow you to park
like a pro.

Intelligent AVM* provides
multiple views to help you
park straight into your space
without a scrape.

Intelligent AVM* provides
visuals that help you pull all
the way into a garage,
showing any objects on the
floor and ensuring you’ve
cleared the garage door.

Intelligent AVM* provides an
overhead view and rear
bumper view to help you
align to a trailer hitch
with ease.

In reverse, the display helps you see
what’s directly behind you, while the
overhead view helps with smaller
objects that might be hidden below
your window.

*Available from Acenta Premium grade

*AVM = Around View Monitor
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REVERSE PARK
No need to twist your neck: you can
count on the rear view camera when
you’re reversing.

SEE MORE AROUND YOU

BECOME A MASTER OF
MANOEUVRABILITY
When the going gets tough, Nissan Intelligent Park Assist makes
it smoother. Just line up your car with the parking space and it
will guide you in, X-TRAIL offers an Intelligent Around View
Monitor with Moving Object Detection. Four cameras give you a
virtual 360° bird’s-eye view of your vehicle, with selectable splitscreen close-ups of the front, in addition to rear and curbside
views for a better look.

INTELLIGENT PARK ASSIST
Around View Monitor gives you a 360° view
of your car, helping you park more safely.
Or let Intelligent Park Assist take care of
the steering while you focus on the pedals,
for both parallel and reverse parking.
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PROPILOT, YOUR BACK UP
FOR A SMARTER, MORE
CONFIDENT DRIVE
Get ready for a relaxing ride. With Nissan ProPILOT*, you can make
the most of every road trip while X-TRAIL takes care of the little
things. Just check the conditions, switch it on and enjoy your journey.
It turns every trip into an adventure.

HELPS KEEP YOU CENTERED
IN THE LANE

KEEPS AND ADJUSTS
SPEED

EASES DRIVING IN
HEAVY TRAFFIC

Monitors lane markings and
helps steer the car to keep you
centered in the lane.

Adjusts your car speed to
maintain safe distance according
to the flow of traffic.

Based on the traffic flow,
it can bring your X-TRAIL
to a complete stop and then
bring it back up to speed when
traffic starts moving again.

*ProPILOT is available on a limited range of vehicles. ProPILOT is an Advanced Driver Assist technology but cannot prevent
collisions. ProPILOT is Intended for “Eyes on/ Hands On” for motorway driving only (road separated by Barriers). It is the
driver’s responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and be able to take control of the vehicle at any time.”
Model shown is an X-Trail Tekna with optional cream leather interior and optional ProPILOT Technology.
Model shown may not reflect exact UK specification. Please refer to the technical specification for full details.
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GET A HAND WHEN YOU WANT IT

STEPPING IN WHEN YOU NEED IT
Meet your co-driver. It sees, it senses, it jumps in. From smart safety features that
step in on your behalf to fully autonomous driving aids, from Intelligent Park Assist to
Intelligent Emergency Braking with Pedestrian Recognition,
Nissan X-TRAIL acts as your N°1 partner, always looking out for you, always
there to support you, and never forgetting about those around you.

INTELLIGENT EMERGENCY BRAKING
WITH PEDESTRIAN RECOGINITION.
Continuously monitors the presence
of vehicles and pedestrians ahead and
warns you if you need to slow down.
It will even apply the brakes and bring
you to a stop to help avoid a collision.

LANE DEPARTURE WARNING. This
system will alert you of drifting by
giving audible and visible warnings.`
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HIGH BEAM ASSIST. See more on
dark roads. This system will activate
the beams as soon as you need
them and temporarily dip the lights
for oncoming traffic.
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GET A HAND WHEN YOU WANT IT

ALWAYS LOOKING OUT FOR YOU
Nissan’s Intelligent Driving Systems use advanced radar technology to constantly monitor
all the activity around you, keeping tabs on the traffic and helping you handle any
unexpected situations. It’s like having an extra pair of eyes keeping watch so that you can
make the most of your family adventure.

REAR CROSS TRAFFIC ALERT. This
system will warn you if there is any
oncoming traffic or large objects
behind you when you’re reversing.

TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION. Stick
to the latest speed limits thanks to
automatic road sign detection as
you go.

BLIND SPOT WARNING. This
system can see what the eye
cannot. It will warn you if it detects
any vehicles in your rear diagonal
blind spot.
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GET A HAND WHEN YOU WANT IT

MORE EYES ON THE ROAD
X-Trail includes two important Nissan technologies to help keep you
and your family safe on the road. Intelligent Cruise Control adjusts
your speed to match the road conditions ahead, while Lane Keep
Assist steers the car if you drift over the line. Relax, stay focused:
We’ve got your back.

LANE KEEP ASSIST.
Helps to keep the vehicle centered
during single lane driving, even on
slight curves. Steering Assist will
provide small steering inputs to
help the driver center the vehicle
in the lane.

INTELLIGENT CRUISE CONTROL.
Adjusts your car speed to maintain
safe distance according to the flow
of traffic.

Model Shown is an X-Trail Tekna with optional ProPILOT technology.
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DRIVE MORE LIKE A PRO

X-TRAIL, QUIETLY MAKING
YOU A BETTER DRIVER.
The X-TRAIL is so agile and responsive, it actually improves your driving.
Nissan’s Chassis Control technologies make it smooth to handle and
supple yet secure to drive – ensuring an exciting yet comfortable journey
for everyone on board. So pile in and have fun.

INTELLIGENT RIDE CONTROL.
Take the rough with the smooth. This
system applies subtle braking to
prevent turbulence over bumps and
enhances the overall ride comfort for
the whole family.

INTELLIGENT TRACE CONTROL.
Keep cool when cornering. This
system adjusts brake pressure on
individual wheels to keep you on an
optimal line through turns.
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INTELLIGENT ENGINE BRAKE.
Feel the curve. This system controls the
CVT as though you’re driving manual
through a light bend. It shifts down to
smoothly decelerate on your way
through the curve, then shifts back up
to accelerate on your way out.
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DRIVE MORE LIKE A PRO

ADAPT TO RAIN OR
SLEET IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE

STAND STILL ASSIST/AUTO HOLD. No rolling
backwards. With Stand Still Assist, the feature will hold
your X-Trail at a stationary position for up to 3 minutes,
at which point the electric parking brake will be applied
if there is no driver interaction. The feature works on
all gradients. Only available on manual transmissions.

The X-TRAIL can adapt to changing conditions 30 times faster than the blink of an eye.
Whether it’s snow, rain-covered pavement or a tight turn, the system will automatically
send power to the wheels that need it the most. Even in ideal conditions, the X-TRAIL’s
Intelligent 4x4 system pays big dividends: getting a grip has never felt better.
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INTELLIGENT 4X4. With X-TRAIL’s
All-Mode 4x4-i, is a system that’s capable
on-road and off. You can choose full-time
2WD for maximum efficiency. Auto Mode
constantly monitors conditions and
adjusts the balance of power between
front and rear.
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INTELLIGENT POWER

GO FURTHER WITH
A CLEAR CONSCIENCE
Looking for excellent fuel economy in a roomy SUV that’s lots of fun to
drive? That’s what you get with X-TRAIL. From exterior aerodynamics
that whisper through the wind to advanced engines transmissions
including the virtually gearless XTRONIC and dual clutch DCT
transmissions, it takes efficiency and performance to the next level.
Powering the X-TRAIL are Nissan’s advanced 1.7 litre diesel and
1.3 litre Petrol engines, providing enhanced fuel economy, lower CO2
emissions and excellent performance. These engines feature Nissan’s
automatic Start/Stop technology, which automatically shuts down
the engine when temporarily not in use - to save fuel, then smoothly
and quickly restarts as you pull away. Nissan engines also provide up
to 2000kg towing capacity for your X-Trail.
In the latest version of XTRONIC (Continuously Variable Transmission),
friction is reduced up to 40% and the ratio coverage is increased
greater than that of some 8-speed automatics. An Eco mode
improves fuel economy at the touch of a switch. Combined with
such smoothperformance, it’s like riding a continuous wave of power.
For engine performance data such as CO2 emission and fuel consumption, please refer to model technical data sheet available online and at your local dealership.
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NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES

CUSTOMISE YOUR ADVENTURES
TO SUIT YOUR FAMILY
Make your next adventure with the family even more memorable by kitting out your X-TRAIL to suit you.
From illuminated entry guard and double USB sockets to family-sized ski/snowboard carriers and more –
you can count on Nissan Genuine Accessories to keep the whole crew comfortable and ready for action.
4
5
3

1

6
7

2

4. Double USB socket for second row
1. Rear styling plate (compatible with removable towbar)

5. Side steps aluminum

2. Removable towbar

6. Smartphone holder 360 grip black

3. Ski/snowboard carrier up to 6 pairs slideable

7. Door entry guard illuminated

Accessories and any additional equipment customer may fit after sales can have an impact on the CO2 emission and fuel consumption of the car.
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COLOURS

TRIMS
VISIA/ACENTA/ACENTA PREMIUM/N-CONNECTA

Titanium Olive

Monarch Orange

Chilli Pepper

Sapphire Blue
GRAPHITE CLOTH

TEKNA

Storm White

Universal Silver

Gun Metallic

Ebisu Black
LEATHER WITH PERFORATION - GRAPHITE

Palatial Ruby

TEKNA/ OPTION

TEKNA/ OPTION

TAN LEATHER WITH BLACK LEATHER INSERTS

LEATHER WITH PERFORATION - CREAM

Picador Brown

ALLOY WHEELS

DIMENSIONS
A: Wheelbase: 2,705 MM
B: Overall length: 4,690 MM
D

C: Overall width: 1,820 MM
(1,830 MM with 19" tire)
D: Overall height: 1,710 MM
(1,740 MM with roofrails)
17" alloy (silver painted)

18" alloy (machine cut)

19" alloy (machine cut)

A

C

B
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AT NISSAN,

WE FOCUS
ON QUALITY.

MASTERED THROUGH
EXPERIENCE
At Nissan, we do everything with the customer in mind. Every
action and decision we make, is made with the utmost care,
precision and quality because ultimately, it's for you. From conception
to car construction, from testing to transparency, from customer
service to commitment. Quality is in every fine detail.

360° PROCESS
We build in quality from the outset, meticulously conceiving each
car to make them more comfortable and more durable through
innovative design, intelligent technology and thoughtful details
inspired by you.

SAFETY
We work with our intelligent driving systems to constantly look out for
you and help you avoid any mishaps for a bolder, more confident driving
experience day after day. Our Around View Monitor uses 4 cameras to
give you a virtual birds eye view of your car in its surroundings.

EXTREME RELIABILITY
We push our cars to the limit to guarantee their daily performance and
reliability. We travel millions of kilometres in pre-production tests, open and
close doors and bonnets thousands of times a day and use real volcanic dust
from Japan to test window resistance.

ULTIMATE PROOF |
Our commitment to quality is best demonstrated by you. Search for testimonials,
reviews and ratings online or find out what people are saying about Nissan on
Reevoo. It’s the best place to compare vehicles and get real answers from real
owners you can trust.
https://www.nissan.co.uk/vehicles/new-vehicles/xtrail/customer-reviews.html
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SERVICE CONTRACTS
Nissan Service Contract is the best way to give your Nissan X-TRAIL the maintenance
it deserves! We take good care of your Nissan whilst keeping your aftercare at fix
price over years. While bringing your car at our dealership, we will change your parts
and fluids in accordance with Nissan official service schedule and perform check
ups for peace of mind journeys. Total budget and plan control, Nissan will inform you
of due visits and propose the most suitable service and timing for your services.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
OUR PROMISE. YOUR EXPERIENCE

THERE’S NO TIME LIMIT ON HOW LONG YOU WILL BENEFIT FROM OUR PROMISES.
IF YOU HAVE JOINED THE YOU+NISSAN PROGRAM, AND WANT TO BE SPOKEN TO IN A GENUINE,
OPEN AND HONEST MANNER, WE WILL LOOK AFTER YOU. FOREVER. THAT IS OUR PROMISE.

FREE COURTESY CAR
We promise to keep you on the road whilst your car is
being serviced. Book in advance and we’ll ensure that
a free courtesy car is available for you. We even have
electric cars available at select service points, and a
range of other transport solutions to suit your needs.

SERVICE PRICE MATCH
We promise to deliver the highest care for your Nissan
thanks to the expertise of Nissan trained teams and
the use of Nissan genuine parts. We simply know best
how to service your Nissan. And to guarantee best
value-for-money, Nissan will price match like-for-like
quotes within 10km of your local dealer.

Nissan Extended Warranty gives you the opportunity to extend the 3 Years/60,000 miles
warranty for a longer period or mileage. Select the contract that best suits your
driving usage. In case of a repair, only Nissan genuine parts will be used and fitted
by Nissan trained technicians. For your peace of mind, 24/7 European roadside
assistance is included (if applicable).

FREE VEHICLE HEALTH CHECK
We promise to give your car a free health check
prior to any work being carried out, so you know
exactly what needs to be done, and how much it
will cost. All our prices are also fully accessible
online and at our dealers.

LIFETIME NISSAN ASSISTANCE
We promise to keep you on the road 24/7. Should
anything unexpected happen, we guarantee
24-hour Nissan assistance, whatever the age of
your Nissan.

AT NISSAN, YOU BRING OUT THE
BEST IN US.
You spark our imagination. You provoke our
ingenuity. You inspire us to change the rules
and innovate. And at Nissan, innovation is not
just about additions and extensions; it’s about
crossing the line to reinvent the status quo.
It’s about developing unexpected solutions
to satisfy your wildest and most pragmatic
desires. At Nissan, we design cars, accessories
and services that break the mould - making
the practical exciting and the exciting practical
to of fer you a more exhilarating driving
experience everyday.

NISSAN X-TRAIL
OFFERS YOU:
3-YEAR WARRANTY OR
60,000 MILES
YEARLY OR 18,000 MILES INTERVAL
FOR DIESEL ENGINES
YEARLY OR 12,500 MILES INTERVAL
FOR PETROL ENGINES

ANYWHERE, ANYTIME, ANYTHING. JUST CALL 0800 000 000 AND WE’LL BE RIGHT THERE.
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Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. We’re using new technologies to
transform cars from mere driving machines into partners. Together the journey is
more confident, connected, and exciting. Whether it’s cars that share the task of
driving with you, or highways that charge your EV as you go along, it’s all in the very
near future. And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.

visit our website at: www.nissan.co.uk

Dealer stamp:

Follow Nissan X-TRAIL on:

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (December 2019).
This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s policy
of continuously improving its products, Nissan Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles
described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please
check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes
used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used.
All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.
This brochure is made from chlorine free paper – MY19 X-TRAIL BROCHURE RHD 11/2019 – Printed in EU. Part Number: 99999 54437
Created by DESIGNORY, France and produced by eg+ worldwide, France – Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35.
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